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Bowing the Open Strings 
Notes of tke same time-value 
Before playing this Exercise, practice counting 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 .over and over again, slowly, 
and as evenly as you can. · In learning to count regularly, you will find it helpful to -walk at a 
rather slow pace as you count and take one step for each count. 
All the tones in this Exercise should be of the same length or duration, and you can make 
them so by counting 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 to each tone, as indicated; but your counting must be even aJJUl 
regular. 
As you play, let the bow ride lightly across the strings. The weight of the bow alone is suf-
ficient to make the strings give ou.t a satisfactory tone when it is moved across them. 
Draw the bow at a uniform rate of speed, and be sure that it is always parallel to the bridge. 
Each tone in this Exercise should receive a full stroke of the bow. The sign LJ calls for a down-
bow stroke, and the sign A calls for an up-bow stroke. 
Refer to Lesson 1, TECHNIC, for detailed instruction on holding the violin and the bow. 
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Do not lift the bow when you are required to transfer it from one string to another. Simply 
raise or lower the right arm until the bow is brought to bear upon the desired string . . For exam-
ple, while you are playing· the open G string in the fourth measure below, gradually lower your 
right arm so that .the bow will come smoothly into the proper position for the open D string in the 
fifth measure. 
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VIOLIN EXERCISE 102 
Stopping the E String 
With the first, sec<Y!Uf, and third 
fingers - natural tones only 
In preparation for this Exercise, study carefully illustration 1 of the FINGERBOARD CHARTS. 
Fix in your mind the fingerboard locatiohs of the natural tones, F, G, and A, represented on the 
chart by the first three white spots benea.th the E string. 
Notice, particularly, that Fis quite close to the nut of the violin, as the difference in pitch 
between E (the open· string) and F (the first white spot beneath the E string) is only a half step . 
The slanting lines placed beneath E and F in this Exercise, will help to remind you that these two 
tones are only a half step apart. 
When a finger is placed on the fingerboard to stop the string, let it remain there until the music re-
quires that it be lifted. The extended straight lines placed above the notes will help you to remember to 
, do this. 
For example, when you place your first finger on the fingerboard for F, in the second measure of 
the third line, leave it there until the next to the last measure has been played. Also, when you place your 
second finger on the fingerboard for playing G in the third measure of the third line, leave it there until 
the G in the fifth measure has been played . 
When you raise a finger from the fingerboard, do not lift the tip of the finger too high. (See Lesson 
S, TECHNIC.) 
Practice slowly. Listen to each tone, to be sure it is accurate in pitch and pleasing in quality. 
Use a full stroke of the bow for . each ~one : · Be sure that the bow is always parallel to the bridge, 
and draw the bow at an even rate of speed, throughout its length. 
· (a) WB (Whole Bow) 
~ ~. ~ 
Count 1-2-3- 4 , 1 - 2-3 -4, etc. 
LJ " 
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In playing the whole notes in Exercise (a), each stroke of the· bow received four C()unts. In 
playing the half notes in Exercise (b), each stroke of the bow will receive only two co\ints. So, 
continue to count at the same rate of speed as in Exercise (a), but draw the bow twice as fast. 
(h) WB 
' 
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i ~ E I!= ~ I ~ ~ I ~ ~ I ~ ~ I I 
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- a - 4,, 1 - 2 - a - 4, eta. 
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In playing the quarter notes in Exercise (c), the bow must travel four times as fast as in play-
ing the whole notes in Exercise (a); or twice as fast as in playing the half notes in Exercise (h) ~ 
Continue to count at the same rate of speed as before. 
(c) WB 
' ~ ~ 2 8 1r r r r 1r r Fr 1r r r r 1r r r r 1 t r r r r 
L-.J L--' 
Count 1 - 2 - 9 - 4, 1 - 2 - 9 - 4, eta. 
'rrrflrrrr1rrnr1rrrc1rFrt1rrrr1° 11 
L--J L.----1 ' 
Be sure that your hands and arms feel free and relaxed. Let your tones be produced only · by 
the natural wejght of the moving bow. 
(d) 'rr A ....--------------,--8---i-------,------.------,------r----
' 
0 
• • r r r i r r r r 1 r· r r r 1 r r r 1 r r . · r. 1 r r r 1 
~ L.--1 
Count 1 - 2 - 3 - 4, .I - 2 - 9 - 4, 6tc. 
~ I I I I 
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I ~ I I f I ~ r ~ I~ r ~ I~ r ~ r I ~ t ~ · r I II II 
 t.---.J 
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Bo-wing the Open Strings 
· Notes of different time-value; 
slurred bowing; douhle notes 
You will not be required to play any stopped tones in this Exercise. It is based on the open 
strings so that you may give your whole attention to bowing. 
Exercise (a) brings into use notes of different time value. Give each note a full stroke of 
the bow, regardless of its time value. 
You will readily see that a full stroke of the bow should last through four counts in playing the whole 
note in the first measure, but that each stroke should last only through two counts in playing the half 
notes in the second measure. Consequently, in playing the second measure, the bow must be drawn 
twice as fast as in playing the first measure. 
In the same way, the bow must be drawn four times as fast in playing the quarter notes in the 
next to the last measure in the first line, as in playing the whole note in the first measure. 
(a) WB 
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Exet:cise (h) calls for Slurred Bowing.(See Lesson 5, TECHNIC.) The slur mark ...-.. is used 
to indicate the pairs of notes which .are to be played with one stroke of the bow. 
As these notes are of equal time value, give each note just one-half the length of the stroke. 
Keep the bow moving at an even rate of speed across the strings. 
(h) WB j1J_) " u " 1€3 I~ 
'oou.•t 1 - 2 - a- 4, 
1 LJ 1J_J 
1-2 -3-4, etc. 
IQ 
' 
d u u I lg_) ll_g lg_J I II l_J "'U' 
'I u ~ " .gg ~ r I Jz?f I ~~ I Jz?f I I r ; 
' 
t.4J I CJ . ~ II I 14 __ ) I LJ <J'---g t:.~ -0-
Exercise (c) includes a number of Double Notes, that.is, pairs .of notes to be played atthe same 
time-. In playing such notes, simply adjust the height of your right arm so that the bow will rest 
with equal weight on each of the two strings; and bear in mind that no more weight is required 
for playing on two strings at once than for playing on one string. Be sure that the . bow always 
forms a right angle with the strings. 
(c) WB 
'i ~ j If F J lj j Count :I - ,a - 3 - 4, :I - ,a - 3 - 4, etc. 
f :: II 
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VIOLIN EXERCISE 104 . 
Stopping t?-e E String 
Introducing the use of the 
fourth finger and the half how 
This Exercise introduces the use of the fourth finger in stopping the E string. Look at Illus-
tration 1 of the FINGERBOARD CHARTS . to see the fingerboard location of the natural tone, B 
(the fourth white spot beneath the .E string). This is the tone which is t·o be.stopped by the fourth 
finger in this Exercise. 
Do not let your hand move when you put your fourth finger to the fingerboard. Let your fourth 
finger reach for the proper location on the fingerboard while your hand remains stationary; if you 
find this difficult, pull your left elbow a little more to the right, beneath your violin. Keep your 
fourth finger as well curved as its length and the distance to be reached will permit. 
One of the most import~nt rules in violin playing is to keep the body of the hand quiet, while 
the fingers reach up or down as may be needed in stopping the strings. . Cultivate the feeling that 
your finger-tips drop to the fingerboard, and that they always drop accurately to the correct lo-
cations. Never slide a finger up or down the fingerboard to make a correction when you observe 
that a tone is not true in pitch; instead, lift the finger and put it down to the fingerboard again. 
This Exercise also introduces the use of the Half Bow.(See Lesson 7, TECHNIC.) Play 
Exercises (a) and (b) first with the upper half of the bow; then repeat with the lower half of' the 
bow. 
(a) 
' 0 • 
HB 
I 
r r r !LJ r 
8 
r r r r 1 r r 
I 4 
r r 
u " 
L J 
Count 1 - 2 - 3 - 4) 1 - 2 .. 3 - 4) eta. 
r r r r r r 1 r r r r 
r r r r 1r r r 1r r r t 1t tr r II II 
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& 1frtr1r r r r 1r r r r 1r r r: r 1r r r r 1 ~ LJ " 
& r r r r 1 r r r r 1 r r r r u r r r 1 r r r ·r 1 
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In playing the pairs of slurred notes which follow, be sure that your bow moves always at 
an even rate of speed. Distribute the length of each half bow accurately, giving each quarter 
note in each pair just half the stroke. 
(b) HB s I 4 I I t 
~ 0 2 1.....-::::; ,,--.,,. ~ ....-:::; ~ ~ ,.........-::; ,.....--~ .-.... 1 r,,.--r r r 1 r r r r 1 r r r r 1 r r r r 1 r r r r 1 
LJ " Count 1 - 2 - 9 - 4, 1 - 2 - 9 - 4, etc. 
II 
II 
In the following Exercise, four eighth notes are to be played with one full stroke of the bow. 
Each eighth note must thus receive one quarter of the length of each stroke. 
Count 1 - 2 - 3 - 4, 1 - 2 - 3 - 4, etc. 
~~I -'---_ ~ I~ ,,..---_ I~ _..!--...._ ,..--... ~ ELflELg1r:crrcrcr1rrrrcrcr1rrrrrc:rr1 .. 11 
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VIOLIN EXERCISE 105 
Stopping the A String 
With all four fingers.;.. 
natural tones only 
All four fingers of the left hand are brought into use in this Exercise in stopping· the A string. 
Before starting to practice, study Illustration 1 of the FINGERBOARD CHARTS very carefully, so 
that you may have in mind the fingerboard locations of the natural tones, B, C, D, and E, as shown 
on the chart by the first four w~ite spots beneath the A string. 
In stopping the E string, t he first natural tone for which you learned to reach was F, which 
was only a half siep away from the nut. -~, in stopping the A string, the first natural tone for 
which you will reach is B, and this tone is a whole step away from the nut of the violin. 
A half step occurs, however, between B and C, and the fingerboard locations for these tones 
are close to each other. The half step progressions are marked in this Exercise by slanting lines. 
Before you put a finger down, think of the pitch of the tone you want to make. In this way 
you can tell at once whether or not the pitch is correct when the tone is sounded. If the pitch is 
not true, do not correct it by sliding your finger-tip to the proper location on the fingerboard; 
lift your finger and put it down again. 
Keep your hand quiet as the fingers reach for the proper locations on the fingerboard, and you 
will soon find that the finger-tips drop accurately to the right places. 
Practice softly and slowly. 
' 
WB 
0 1 
! II e II 
LJ A 
II II 0 11 
Count 1 - 2 - 3 - 4, 1 - 2 - 3 - 4, etc. 
' 
0 1 2 
! II + ·.: e LJ A II ·; II 
_, 0 1 i I II ? II I 
LJ A 
8 
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II II 
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Watch. your bow, to be sure that it is always moving· parallel to the bridge. 
*i ~ 1 2 ~ e ~ I~ ~ Ii II 
& 3 4 e e e II e II 3 II II 
' 
II e II e e II e II I 
'---:! e II e e II e II J2] 
Do not apply any pressure to your bow, as yet. Ask yourself frequently whether your arms 
and hands feel as relaxed and free as they should - there must be no feeling of tension in them 
anywhere. (Bee Lesson 1, TECHNIC.) 
' 
0 2 1 8 2 4 .--
i e II II I II e II 0 II II 
L.I 
" 
' 
f26f¥1 e II II e II II e II 
' 
II II e II e II II e II 
~ --t=e 41 e II II II II e II II 
·~,~!~---~ ~-:--+-- _!----+-1 _--"• __ ' __ •----+--0 -· --+---9 ~1--' -11 
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String Crossings 
Between the A a;nd the E str'ings 
This Exercise is to teach you to transfer the bow smoothly from one string to another. 
As explained in Lesson 8, TECHNIO, the bow should be transferred from one string to an-
other by raising or lowering the right arm. Try to make each crossing .so smooth that the tones 
will sound almost as if they were all played on one string. To avoid any jerkiness in crossing, it 
is essential that there be no undue tension in any part of the playing apparatus. Keep your arms 
and hands as relaxed as possible. 
Practice slowly and softly, and always at an even rate of speed. Listen to the tones you pro-
duce, not only to be sure they are accurate in pitch, but also to make sure that they have a singing 
quality and are pleasing to the ear. 
If your tones are unpleasant and do not sing, try to find out the reason. The answer may be 
found in some technical fault. For example, perhaps you are not holding your bow correctly, with 
the stick inclined toward the scroll of the violin; or it may be that you are not drawing the bow par'-
allel to the bridge; or perhaps you are wrongly applying pressure to the bow. (See Lesson 1, TECH-
NIC.) Perhaps in · stopping the strings, you do not press them firmly to the fingerboard. (See Lesson 2, 
TECHNIC.) Or perhaps your attack is not correctly begun.(See Lesson 8, TECHNIC.) Most frequently, 
the difficulty will be due to a lack of relaxation in some member of the playing apparatus. 
Whatever may be the reason for an unpleasant quality of tone, find the trouble and remedy it. 
Your first aim must always be to produce pleasing tones. 
(a) WB 
@t B 
1 2 3 0 1 
.~ I F r I r r I r r I r r I r r II II i---' L____j 
Count 1 - 2 - a - 4, 1- 2 - a - 4, eta. 
. - 2 3 
o 1 2 I 3 I 1 4 1 o 13 01 E 
u ~ L--1 j___.J L-J 
Count 1 - 2 - a - 4, 1 - 2 - a - 4, eta . 
I 4 I 
rrtr 1trrt1trrt1rf r 1 o 3 I 4 I 
L___J l__J 
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Play Exercise (b) first with the lower half of the bow, then repeat it with the upper half of 
the bow. Watch carefully your distribution of the bow. (See Lesson 16, TECHNIC.) 
(b) HB 
~ ~ 1 2 ~ ~ ~ ·== ~ ·~ ~ -t =-:r c I =-1 r3 I n H I n rf I FJ Fi I F4 r1 I 
LJ J L...-J L--J L-J 
a o 1 a ~ o ,--1 ..--..._ ,-- ,___ ___ E..-........ ___ ~----
' 
2 3 
fr Q 1 fr r r 1 r r r r 1 r r r r 1 r r = r 1 r r = r 1 
L__J L__J L--J L--J I J 
' Cf fl 1 (f ft I f1 (f I t1 ff I Fl (F I Clf F I 
' ,..__o re' ......._ Ye' 0 3 2 • r r LJ Ir r LJ IL] Fl I 0 fr I [f fl I fF fl I~ II 
L.__J . L__J L____i L__J L__J L_j 
~ o 1 2 I ~I 1~1 '----i--' ~ I~ 
ij! ~JJJcrf r Irr fr Cf_Jf l[Jfrr~~r I 
Count 1 - 2 - i}__::.i 4, 1 - 2 - 3 - 4, eta. 
I~ ~ ~~ ..-------. 
~ ~~ f f ~ 'oa' •••• m 
Exercise (c), which follows, is a good example of alt~rnating bows, as described in Lesson 
7, TECHNIC, to which you should refer. 
(c) WB uHB WB LHB ~i ~ i r If J J Ir 3 4 
LJ A LJ A LJ A LJ 
r r 1r r r Ir r r 1r rr 1 
,,____ 
Count 1-2-3 - 4, 1-2-3 - 4, eta. 
F r IF r r Ir r r IF F f IF f F 1= r r 
I I .___! __. 
4 
r r 1f r r 1 r r r 1 r r r 1 r r r 1 r r r 1 ~ ~ r 1 
1 0 3 2 4 
r r 1 r- r r 1 r r r 1 r r r 1 r r r 1 r r r 1 .. 11 
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Stopping the D String 
Wi'tk all four fingers-
natural tones only 
illustration 1 of the FINGERBOARD . CHARTS will show you the fingerboard locations of the natu-
ral tones called for by this Exercise. They are · D, E, F, G, and A, represented on the chart by the open 
D string and the first four white spots beneath the D string. 
A half step occurs between E and F. All half step progressions in this Exercise are marked 
by slanting lines, to remind you that your first and second fingers must be placed rather close to-
gether on the fingerboard, just as in playing natural tones 6n the A string. 
The whole purpose of this Exercise is to gain accuracy in stopping the D string. This can best 
be acquired by very slow practice. Keep the body of your hand quiet and make it your object alvvays 
to drop each finger-tip to the correct spot on the fingerboard each time it is called into action. Fbr 
example, in playing the first line, make the tip of your first finger strike exactly the same spot on 
the fingerboard every time it stops the string 'for the natural tone, E. Correct any error in stopping 
by lifting the finger-tip and putting it down again firmly- not by sliding it along the fingerboard. 
Let your fingers swing from the knuckle joints with a hammer-like action. (See Lesson 2, 
TECHNIC.) Keep your arms and hands free and relaxed. Use a full stroke of the bow for each tone. 
Practice slowly and softly. 
., WB t II e e e e 0 0 0 0 0 
~ 1 /\ 
Count 1-.2-3-4, 1-.2-3 - 4, etc. 
' 
~ ~ I II II e e II 0 
1 2 
0 0 
0 
u /\ 
' 
r--
! I II e e II e e II 0 2 3 0 0 1 J u I /\ 
' 
I I II e e 0 e e II II e 0 0 
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String Crossings 
Between the .D amd A, OJrUl the 
A amd E stringsj with chromati'c stoppi'llg' 
In preparat1on for this Exercise, look at Illustration 1 of the FINGERBOARD CHARTS, to 
.see the locatfon of F# at the sepond green spot beneath the D string, and at the first green spot 
beneath the E string. 
Also read the section of Lesson 8, TECHNIC, which gives instruction on crossing from one 
string to another; and the part of Lesson 13, TECHNIC, which explains chromatic stopping. 
Exercise (a) calls for chromatic stopping, so that you may fiJ5. firmly in your mind the differ-
ence between Fq and F~, both as to pitch and as to fingerboard distance. On the D string, the 
second finger must move swiftly and inaudibly from Fq to F~; and on the E string, the fitst fin-
ger must perform the necessary glide for the same progression, one octave higher. 
Exercises _(b), (c), and (d) all require that F be sharped throughout, in accordance with the 
key signature. (See Lesson 12, · GENERAL THEORY.) 
Make your string crossings as smooth as you can. In other words, endeavor to make your 
tones sound as they would sound if all were played on the same string. 
(a) 
' 
WB 
! I I I II ~n e 7- e ~n qn e n e 0 1. 2 ¥ 3 3 2 2 1. 0 0 I I 0 LJ A Count 1-2-3-4_, 1-2-3-4_, etc. 
' 
3 4 I 
0 1. ~ 1. 2 -6- .il. -6- -~ ~~ i ~I ~ I ~ ~ I I~ II ~ 
1. 2 1 3 2 · 1 2 3 2432 3 o E . 
4 3 4 3 ~E 2 ~ £ 1. 2 0 1. 0 3 1 0 2 3 2 0 2 
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Exercises (c) and (d) make use of slurred bowing and fractional sections of the bow;, so you 
must watch carefully to see that each stroke is given its proper fractional length of the bow. (See _ 
Lessons 9 and 16, TECHNIC.) 
(c) 
~ WB PT WB FR I 4 I o ,.-:: 
1anJJJJ~1w;p rrrr1rrrrcrrr1brcr i 1 
L.J " L.J " l..__s l.-....J L..____J 
Count 1 - 2 - 3 - 4,, 1 - 2 - 3 - 4,, etc. 
II 
(d) # :uHB PT- uHB MB ~1 J JJJ JJJ JJJJ~11n:nrucrr1 
u " u " u " L_____.i '--.J 
Count 1 1J 9 4,, 1 1J 3 - 4,, etc. 
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VIOLIN EXERCISE 109 
Stopping the G String 
With all four finger-s-
natural tones only 
Look at Illustration 1 of the FINGERBOARD CHARTS to see the locations of .the naturaLtones 
used in this Exercise. ·_ They are G,· A, B, C, and D; and they are represented by the open G string, 
and the first four white spots beneath the G string. 
Observe that the progression from B to C is a half step. For this half step, the second and 
third fingers must be placed fairly close together on the fingerboard. All the half step progressions 
in this Exercise are marked with slanting lines, as m previous Exercises. 
The natural tone, D, is sometimes indicated to be played with the fourth finger on the G string, 
and sometimes indicated to be played on the open D string. In this way you can check the accuracy 
of the pitch of your stopped tone, D, against the pitch of the open D string. 
The A, D, and G strings lie farther from the base of your fingers than the E string. Thus, when 
you play on these strings, you are reaching farther for your ton~~, because of greater distance across 
the fingerboard, than when playing on the E string; and you 'Ylll notice this most of all in playing 
on the G string, because it is farthest from the base of the fmgers. With practic~, however, your 
fingers will quickly accustom themselves to this variatio:p. in distance, and will drop automatically 
to the proper locations on the fingerboard. 
Listen carefully to each tone, to be sure its pitch is correct. 
' 
WB 
! ~ 
'U" -& "'CJ" -& "'CJ" -e- "'CJ" :e: "'CJ" 
~ 1 A 
Count 1 2 3 4 
.1 
1 2 3 4,, etc . 
'! "'CJ" 
0 
' 
- 1 
-& 
I I II 
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In playing this Exercise, do not hurry, as its purpose is to gain accuracy of pitch, rather 
than speed in stopping. 
'i r- I ~ I ~ - :e: u -& u :e: =& '"U" '"O" 
' 
"'O' 
0 1 ~ 
,-:21 ~ 
u ~ ::& u -& '"U" :e: 
---' '"U" '"U" 
' 
i I 
:e: "U -& 0 0 -& '"U" -& 
'"U" E 8 
4 0 3 
0 1. I 
' 
I II 
-
-& -0- -& 
0 0 
-& u 
-& 
"U" 4 0 "U' 
., i -I __ JJL I E2 I I 
:& -& ·u- :e: '"U" "U" -& "tt -& -& 0 
"U "U" -& L I I J 4 
' 
t-: 1. ~ ~ ] 
-& 0 -& 0 -& -& '"CJ" -& '"U :e: '=& -0 4 4 "U" "U" 
'f -t "'O' :e: 0 '"U" :e: ··"U u "'U' 2 4 '"'U" 4 0 1 
' 
I I I. ~ u 
-u- -& :e: '"U" u "U" -& :e: "U" 4 I v 4 "U" 
' 
! I 22J 
'"U" u 
-& -& "U" "U 
u 
'=& -& "U" 
2 
4 3 "U" 4 -u-t 
' 
! -I 2J u -& . :e: u u; :e: -& • -& -o· 8 4 0 "'{'J" 4 -u-0 t 
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VIOLIN EXERCISE 110 
String Crossings 
I 
Involving all strings) 'll)ith various bowings 
As this Exercise marks the end of the first half of Grade Preparatory A, let us look back 
to see what you have accomplished ip. the preceding Exercises. 
I 
You have learned to bow the opep strings, singly and in pairs. You have learned to play stop-
ped tones on all four strings - all thei natural tones in the First Position, and1 F# on the D and the I 
E strings. You have also learned to make. use of a number of the various forms of bowing, and to 
cross from one string to another. Altogether, as you Will readily see, the Exercises leading to 
this one have opened up to you a wide range of musical material. 
This Exercise calls for crossings from the G string to the D string, and back again, in addition to 
the string crossings already studied. It also introduces some new forms of bowing, and some new sharps 
and flats. 
By this time you will doubtless have developed facility in stopping to such an extent that for 
the most part, your fingers will drop automatically to the right places on the fingerboard. Listen care-
fully, however, for any inaccuracies in pitch, and correct them immediately when detected . . Throughout 
your studies, your first rule must be to listen, and to let your sense of hearing guide the playing apparatus. 
In fact, you will make progress only as you le~rn to listen with greater discernment and understanding. 
Give careful attention to crossing smoothly from one string to another. Practice slowly and softly, and 
strive always to make your tones pleasing, according to the instructions given in Exercise 106. 
~ ~ . 
' U A o 1 l 4¥ J J I t f J J I ~ r. r J I u r r I ~ r r J I ~ J J J 14 J J J II 
Count 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 ~ 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 ~ etc . 
~ uHB I 2 I U '; I 01• 
; e JJJJJJ 1 tn J; o 1 i ctr 1gr+ru1Et1cg1 pJ na Wung 11 
1 2 ~ . . 0 0 
Count 1-2-3-4-5-6~ 1-2-3-4-5-6~ etc. 
J J J OJ EFff crrr 
0 ·1 ~ 
Count 1 2 3 4 ~ 1 - 2 - 3 - . 4~ etc. 
l ol~t~~ I .... 
@ ff 7 5 L:! If LJ; F EU lflJ J J JJJ lgQ4]JJJJ II 
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0 1 ~ 
I 2 8 I I · ~----
' r•t1£1Lr:u1 h"EJ rru 1~J#!U nJa 1JJffJJJJ 11 
0 
i JSJJ li&J -~ r J 1grr1 :-_r r J ll_81J4JtJJJ; 
0 1 L---J i:---1 
. L--J 
(c) HB. PT . HB M 
-f 1 J4jou§IJJJ....--J---.JJ IJJJ LJJ I I 1J J LJ J J IJ]A J 93 I LJ J ~~JI 
~AM fl LJI I f1 1 Ir--
fl r r j F I n r j r r: I n r r r r I Ei r c r r I r E rr ,. r I bl ~ ~ ~ & I 
L---.J '--.J . 1--J L._J L..._J l_J - ~ 
f fq JJj 31$dd]J3i tJJJjfu_JJJJJllJJJJJIJJJJJJIJ. J 
L-.:.i 0 L-.:., ~ :...7.,___--1 
Exercise (d) consists of two variants on Exercise (c) . That is to say, it is intended that yoo play 
.all the tones and progressions of Exercise(~), but vary them rhythmically as shown by the two brief 
excerpts which make up Exercise (rl); and use the forms of bowing indicated. Such var iants will oe 
. used frequently in Exercises which follow. 
The first variant calls for Wrist Legato, a form of bowing which you will find fully explained 
in Lesson 10, TECHNIC, and to which you are referred. (d) 
' Wrist-MB WB PT WB FR 
I J J J J J J J j i J J J ete. II J J J J j j ¥ J J etc. 3 
UAUA U /\U /\ UA 
Count 1 9, etc. :I 9, etc. 
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VIOLIN 
Major Scales 
0 and G in the Fi°'rst Posi'tion} 
with Arpeggios 
EXERCISE 151 
We now begin the study of scales from the technical standpoint. This Exercise is devoted to 
practicing the scales of C Major and G Major, the construction of which is explained in Lesson 5, 
GENERAL THEORY, and the fingering of which is given in Lesson 13, TECHNIC. 
Before beginning your practice of scales, you. will find it interesting to take any composition for· 
the violin and observe to what a large extent it is made up of melodic fragments which are drawn di-
rectly from scales. Violin music m~es such liberal use of scale material that all the time you spend 
practicing scales will make your work in mastering Studies and Compositions just that much easier. • 
In practicing this Exercise, make it your first aim to produce full, pleasing tones, which are ac-
curate -in pitch and which are smoothly connected by legato bowing. (See Lesson 5, TECHNIC.) 
This is more important at present than to try to gain speed. 
Make each finger stop each string at the precise point required for accuracy in pitch. If your 
tones are not pleasing in quality, refer to the analysis of possible reasons for defective tone production 
which is given in Lesson 19, TECHNIC, under the heading, "Coordinated Action in Producing ri:bnes 
of Good Quality." 
At any place in this Exercise where the . abbreviation "etc." follows a short section, it is intended 
that you should apply the bowing pattern indicated to other notes of the scale, ascending or descending. 
Following each scale is its arpeggio -a broken chord consisting of the first, third and fifth tones 
~)the scale. Give special attention to correctness of pitch in practicing th~ .. arpeggios. 
'i 
'I 
8 
u 
WB 
J 
u 
WB 
J 
u 
u 
0 
A 
j 
A 
J 
A 
1 
L 
IJ 
J 
II 
2 
J 
8 
•; I f I ;: I 11 I T I a; I e I 11 I 0 I 0 I I 8 . 2 1 0 
j IJ ~ Ir r Ir r 1J J 
J IJ ~ r F I r r ~ J 
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IJ J lj 
IJ J J 
-& 
8 
J 
J 
II 
II 
II 
FR WB PT WB Below MB ~ i JJJJJ J IJJJJ JJ IJJJJ t? •le.Ill Ji WI ID WIJJJ I II 
L.I A L.I_.... A L.I~ A ~ 
~ i : I .. I .. I ., I .. I .. I .. I _ llJ J J F · I J J :J =II 
L.I A 
' WB WB 
L.I A L.I A':..-/ L.I ~ 
i fJ J J I J f ~ f I ~ r f r I E r r r I F r f f I ~ f t ~ I J J J J I_ II 
28 0 032 ""O" 0 1 . 1 0 
L.I A 
LHB 
'# uHB , # LJ A~ m 1JJJJJJJJ1uu1Jog111 uuccrr ire-cm 11 
u '-" A '-' . 
i I I I .. I I I II= JJ J JI J J J =II 
- "U' u u "U' -
"U' A "U' 
L.I 
~- WB • # WB 
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VIOLIN EXERCISE 152 
Chromatic Stopping 
On all strings 
Chromatic stopping is an important feature of the technic of t~e left hand in violin playing. Study 
carefully the explanation of chromatic stopping which is given in Lesson 13, TECHNIC, before prac-
ticing this Exercise. 
Make the movement of the finger tip (up or doWll a half step on the fingerboard) as rapidly as pos-
sible, so that no whining sound may become audible. Confine this action to your fingers, the body of 
the hand remaining stationary. As always, be sure that the pitch of each tone is accurate. 
Play this entire Exercise whole bow at first, and make the movement of the finger tip which is 
necessary for chromatic stopping, between the strokes of the bow. You must guard against over-
lapping of tones produced by tardy action either of the finger tip or of the bow. There must 
be complete coordination of finger and bow. (See Lesson 4, TECHNIC.) In your later practice, 
slur two and four tones to each stroke. 
Repeat each part of the Exercise many times, in order to make each chromatic shift mechanical-
ly perfect. 
WB 
~ LJ 0 1 1 • • • 
WB 
2 2 
Ir 
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0 
j II 
WB 
*a J Pf -r r 1 J Pf -r r 1 J Pr r r 1 J Pr J r 13r r r r J 
' 
3r r r j I Pf -r F pr I j pr J J I Pr r r J I n 
WB 
LJ 2 2· 2 2 * 1 r r #r r 1 r r #r t 1· r r r r 1 r •r #r r 1 r •r #r r 1 
2 2 P. 2 2 PE * r r r r 1 r r #r r 1 r r r r 1 r r IT r 1 = r r r 1 .. 11 
WB 
'! LJ 1 1 ~ r J J PJ I PJ J J IJ J pr 'pr r 'pr r r I J J r r 
' 
1 
-1 
2 b2 3 p3 ~ i,r i~r •f 2 2 -r p~ r ~ I r r r #r I r I II r r r r 
WB 3 p3 LJ 1 1 2 2 2 b 2 1 
'! r ~ 1•r ~ i~r E 1f f I ~ ~ I ~ r ~ 
WB 
'i ~ ~r l•F 2 2 2 2 r i~r ~ l#r r I F #r I §p F 
WB 
'! LJ ~ ~ p~ p~ l~J ~ I~~ I I ~ ~ Ip~ J j 1 2 3 3 1 1 
WB 
'! LJ 14 I IJ I I :1 J J J PJ iJ ~w &J PJ J 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 
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VIOLIN EXERCISE 153 
Stopping 
Exercises in the First Position) for independence of 
ji'nger action) and accuracy of pitch 
As explained in Lesson 3, TECHNIO, each finger of the left hand must be trained to act inde-
pendent~y in stopping the strings. This Exercise will help you to develop independence of finger action 
together with a high degree of accuracy in pitch. To get the utmost benefit from it, practice slowly and 
listen thoughtfully. 
The four sections (a), (b), (c), and (d), present in turn, material for the A, D, G, and E strings. 
Repeat each measure four times before proceeding to the next. 
The measures which are written in quarter or eighth notes should be practiced at different times 
with one, two, four and eight notes to a stroke. Treat the measures written in sixteenth notes in the 
same way, ultimately playing a full measure with one stroke. 
(a) SEVCIK 
't J Ffr =II Fffi II Frfr II J1fr II Fffl II FfFr II Jffl !Ifft II ffu II 
1- 12----
' · J r r r 11 r r r r 11 r r r r 11 r r r J 11 r r r r 11 r r r r 11 r J r r 11 r r r r 11 r r r r 1 
' r F J r II rr r F II H r F II r J F J II r r F r II r rt r II r r J r II r r r r II tr r r II 
' r J J J 11 r r r r 11 r r r r 11 r J r r 11 r r r r 11 r r r r 11 r r r J 11 r r r r 11 r r ttJ 
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(b) SEVCIK 
,. ! J J 3 J :II @19 llJ J JJ II J 3 J3 llJJ J J llJ 3 J J II J J3 J II J Jw 3 llJ JJJ II 
~ 4 ......__, ....__,.... ~ ~ ....___./ ~ ~
0 
,. J J J J II J J J J II J J J J II J J J J II J J J. J II J J J J II J J J J II J J J J II J J J J II 
,. JJJJ llJJJJ llJJJJ llJJJJ llJJ3J IJJJJ llJJWJ llJJJJ II 
,. J J J J II J J J J II J J J J II J J J J II J J J J II J J J J II J J J J II J J J J II 
,. i J]JJ@. llJ2JJJ±£dll@JJJ±@llJ2JJ@llJPEJ2V II 
0 . 
,. J J J J J J J J II J J J J jj J J II J J J J J J J J II J J J J J J J j II J J J J J J J j II 
VE-158- 4- 2 
' 
*~ JJH JJJj JJJ J HJ]llHJJ JjJj J Jj J W)Jj II 
(c) SEVCIK 
* l@ifl tJJJ II JJ3J §JJ J llgJJJ @JJ3 llgJJ J § 3JJ l§JJ J Y JJJ II 
~ ~~-- --~ 
~ JJJJ @JJJ 11gJ3J lg3JJ 11JJgJ 1JJJJ 11JJJJ QwgJ igJwJIJJuJ 11b 
*b JJJg IJJJg llJJJg l4JJg llJgJJ IJJJJ llJJJJ l4gJJ ll4g4J IJJJ3 II 
*b JJJJ IJJJJ llJJgJ IJJJJ llJJJJ l;JgJ ll4g3J l44Jg ll;gJJ IJJJg II~ 
'J@WJlbJJiJJ llb
1
'' JJgJ IJgJJ llJJgJ IJg4J llJJJJ IJgJJ II 
,w,r 10JJ IJgJJ llJJJJ IJJJJ llJ4Jg IJJJJ llJJJJ IJJJJ II'& ll~gq~ 
. VE - 153- 4 - 3 
SEVCIK 
(d) ,,..,--...· ~4 ~ ~ ~ ----.. ~ ~ ......--=--- ~ 
@& t rt rr11 r rrr11 r rrr 11 r rrr11 rtr r 11rtrr11rrrr11rrrr11 crrr 11 rrtr 11 
@& rt rr 11rrrr11rrrf11 rrrt11rrrr11rtrr11rrrr11rtrr11rrrr11rrrr11 
4& r err 11 r rtr11 r r rt11 r rrt11 rrrr1itr rt 11 rr rt11rt rt 11rrrr11Hr r 11 
@& r r r r 11rr r r 11r r tr 11rrt r 11rrtr11r rt r 11rr r r 11tr rr 11rr ru 
~& tr r r 11rr r r 11trrr 11rr r r 11t rrr 11trr r 11trrr 11rr r r 11H r rii 
o~~~r~~ 
'&t Cf rFECff=11:EEff rrFr =II= rErfrfl:urrrzrEcf:1i:rEEFr CC11 
'& rrfArrEf =11=EEc;Efcr =11Jrfrrr&=11JrrdErr=11JrErtrrr =I 
'& rrrrtrrr :11:fErrrrcr=11=rEffrnfrccffcrff:11:fiifiiiWit11 
'& rrrrrrcrc[[E cFCf:H= Etrfrfrf[[c[C(E[=H= Eftr EL:ff[Frr UH =II 
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VIOLIN EXERCISE 154 
Extensions 
First Position 
As explained in Lesson 12, TECHNIC, the fourth finger of the left hand sometimes reaches a 
half step higher than the natural limit of a Position, and this is referred to as an Extension of that . 
Position. 
The Extension most frequently used in the First Position is that of reaching for C with the fourth 
finger on the E string. Extensions are also used on the other strings, however, and this Exercise 
calls for half step Extensions on all four strings. The fourth finger is required to reach for F on the 
A string, for B~ on the D string, and for E~ on the G string. 
Each time you are required to play an Extension, reach for it with the finger only; the body of 
your hand must remain quiet. If you permit your hand to move when the fourth finger reaches for the 
Extension, it will then be out of adjustment for the regular tones of the First Position. 
Keep your left elbow well under the violin, as this will make it easier for your four th finger to 
make ,the necessary reach in playing the Extensions. 
WB 8 4 4 4 8 
'i LJ 1 2 E 1L ~ ir E 1f ~ ~ E or E I ~ I I ~ E II II 
WB 
f i LJ 2 8 4 4 4 8 ~ r I E I ~ E I ~ E I ~ E I ~ E I II r r r II 0 
' WR ft LJ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ J I ~ I br. I I ~r I I ~ J II j 2 8 8 0 0 1 
WB 
'i LJ I . I ~~· I I ~~ I j l:g II J j j J j J J J J J 4 4 2 8 4 8 "tJ' 0 1 
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WB 4 4 
'1 [r r 1fr r 1fr t 1fr t 1f rr 1r tr 1t ft 1r r1 11 
1 c •r r 1 •r r t 1 r r = 1 r = = 1 = r r 1 r r •r 1 r 11 
WB 
' u ~ • • • • . 1p=rsr1rrn1rro1rrrr1rrrr1 ... 11 
WB 
' u •• ~ •• 2 i : ~r rJ I F r F r I r r t! I F F (l I F r r=tr I .. II 
. WB 
'u~ 4•~·· t p ttr r 1 F r F r 1 F r CT in& r r 1ttF1 r r 1 .. 11 
~ f ttD I j &r j J 1 J &r J J I J J J J I J J J J I II ~ 0 .........__ .........__ 0 
' ~ .. § .. 
WB 
'I J J U I JJ1&4 I J Jj;t I J_j &4 I J J iJ I J u J, I Jg 
0 '...._/ ....._., ...__/ 
\VB 
'I J U &J I J 4 ~4 IJ J U I J 4 ~4 I J J U I U U J I J II 
0 
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VIOLIN EXERCISE 155 
Rapid Stopping 
Wi tit slurred bowing 
In your playing of this Exercise str· ive particularly for evenness and regularity, making each tone ex-
ll.Ctly the same as every other in time duration, and in the amount of bow used; and placing no extra 
emphasis_ on any tone except as required for natural measure accents. (See Lesson 8, TECHNIC.) Listen 
to each tone very carefully to be sure it is correct in pitch. Test the pitch of the tone played with 
the fourth finger on the G str ing, .against the pitch of the open D .string. 
Start your practice with only one tone to each stroke; then two tones to each stroke; then 
four, then eight, and finally sixteen, as indicated. 
(a) DANCLA 
~ WB 
! i Hti_JJJJJJJ JJJJ!J I 0U_JJJJJ JJJJ JJ!J I 
f 
@ JJ J JJJ J J iJ J J J JJJ I JJ JJJJ JJ4 JJ J J J JJ I 
"-=. ---- "=--= -------
(b) 
'WB 
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- II 
(c) . 
f f J 11 ;t J ; 11 ;t J; 11 J J 4 11 JJ I ; 11 ;t J; 11 J J j J J J J J 3 n J I fu~ . - 4 o 
~ di@) d J 3 j j J 3 J d QJJ I d~ j d 1 3 J d J ~ J J J 1_,J I 
(d) 
f' f JJJJJt JJJJJJJi JJI JJ JJ JI} JJjJJJJJJJI 
u '----- ----- .._____ ____..,,, 
f 
J J J J J ~ J J J J J J J J J J I j J J J J J J J J J j J JJJ JI 
JJJJJOJJJJJJJJJ lgJJJJJJJJJJJJJJfllg ¥ - II 
----~----· ---- '-- -----
(e) 
f-t:HJ g~ ;4 p JJJll ;4411 I JJ JJ JJ JJ JJ JJ Ji JnJ I 
' !J jJ j J J J jj JS J J jJ I J J J J J J J J J 3 J J J j J J I ~4 ------ ~ ~ 
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VIOLIN 
Major Scales 
.D (JIJ1,d, Fin the Fi'rst Posi'ti"on 
with Arpeggi'os 
EXERCISE 156 
Your practice of scales will develop your general technical facility, but it should also increase 
your ability to draw a beautiful, singing tone from your violin. 
To that end, review the part of Lesson 19, TECHNIC, which discusses "Coordinated Action 
in Producing Tones of Good Quality,,, and apply the principles outlined, to your practice of the D 
and F scales in this Exercise . 
Refer to Lessons 13 and 17 for detailed instruction and comments on the fingerings of these 
two scales. 
(a} 
'WE 
0 
0 
LJ 
. LJ 
0 
1 
" 
j 
" 
I 
g I II 
0 
2 3 
J j jrJ 
I 0 I p I 2 I 0 
1 2 3 
r I r F IF 
I '' I 0 I I I II ,, 0 Ii 0 2 1 0 3 2 1 0 0 
r I r j I J J I J J II 
lttf J J r r r 1 r r r J 1 w J w J 11 
u 
" 
fttiBnnnn1n uuu1uuun1nnnn11 
LJ " 
'ttf ;g ;g D UI a DD 8 ll~ftr if@ fDl I &D Q1jJ II 
LJ A LJ 
, FR . WE PT WE 
ttt JJJJJJ l~JJJJJ 1m:ltr1cwr11crrnr 1JIIJ@1JJJJJJ 1011 
LJA LJ . 
'MB 3 3 3 3 ~ · 3 3 3 3 ftj jJJ£JJ@1@•7 ij1 l@@ffil@JJJ@ll 
~ "___,,, 3 3 -..._:: 
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'ut I .. I .. I e I e I .. I .. I 11=~1 J J J r I J J J =II 
0 " 0 " u . u 
~ WB WB 
.WB WB 
(b) 
'WB ~ 
&iB J 1J 
" 
r I F E I r- E I F ~ I E r- I r J I ~ ~ II 
&&i~ J j 
" 
F Irr Er 1r Er E Ir j J J II 
~ d ~ J J J J J J I E r r r E E r r I r E r E r E Ef I J J J J J J J J II 
'uHB ~ LHB -&I a aa1a u DDll&I lD9 @tlITTE tdD11 
U /\ U A 
FR WB PT WB &~t JJJJJ] 1ifflll;LJ I rrrrF11rrrcft 1rrrct? ICWfr I :DJJ4Q 1 .. II 
U/\ U A 
'WB WB &I .. . I .. I .. I e I e I .. I .. I .. II: & I J J F E I E J ~ =II 
u " u " 
'~~ WB &f ll=H r Ir F 421 J =ll&I J LJ J:kr f1 CTt w 4±.l ¥ - II 
U A U A U 
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VIOLIN 
l\iaj or Scales 
A and B-flat in the First Posi'tion 
wi'th Arpeggios 
EXERCISE 157 
The A and the B~ scales can both be played through two octaves in the First Position, and are 
so presented in this Exercise. 
Wherever the bow must be transferred from one string to another, always take care to make 
the crossing smoothly, fol1owing the instruction given in Lesson 8, TECHNIC. 
Refer to Illustration 7, Lesson 13, for a fingerboard chart for the A scale; and to Illustration 5, 
Lesson 22, for a fingerboard chart for the B~ scale. 
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VIOLIN EXERCISE 158 
Staccato Bowing 
Connected) separate, and mezzo- staccato. 
Before practicing this Exercise, review very carefully the instruction given in the TEOHNIO 
section of Lesson 18, on how to produce staccato tones, with one tone to the stroke (separate bow stac-
cato), and with more than one tone to the stroke (connected staccato). Review also the directions given 
for mezzo-staccato bowing. 
Section (a), consisting of notes followed by rests of equal time-value, will help you to prepare for 
all forms of staccato bowing. Practice it first with one stroke to each tone in preparation for separate 
bow staccato; then with four tones to the stroke, using a very short section of the bow for each tone, in 
preparation for connected staccato. Prepare for mezzo-staccato by playing section (a), both with one 
tone to a stroke, and with more than one tone to a stroke, using somewhat longer strokes. Give careful 
attention to the time-values, and bear in mind that this section is characteristic of staccato in its alter-
nation of sound and silence. 
In'practicing section (b) with separate bow staccato, think of it as sixteenth notes followed by 
sixteenth rests. Practice this section also with mezzo-staccato bowing, thinking of it as dotted six-
teenth notes, followed by thirty-second rests. 
Section (c) is devoted to connected staccato bowing, first with two staccato tones to the stroke, 
then three, then four, then six, and finally sixteen. Practice this section mezzo-staccato also, as 
indicated by the slurs and dashes above the first line, using a somewhat longer section of the bow for 
each tone, but producing a number of tones with each up-bow and down-bow. 
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